Xerox ® Digital Ser vices: Concept Digital Sign In

Greet guests with a faster,
simpler and safer way to sign in.
Your reception area is a key
piece of real estate. The right
decor can go a long way in
creating a welcoming visitor
experience and making a
good first impression. But
could something be missing?
A fast, smooth and secure
sign-in process.
Digital visitor management
systems (VMS) used to be
considered a nice-to-have
novelty, rather than a business
necessity. Now, however, they’re
a mission-critical tool — pen
and paper logbooks have lost
out to an increased need for
privacy, security and efficiency.

SO LONG LOGBOOKS

First impressions are everything. Make a
positive one with Concept Digital Sign In.
Welcome guests with a modern, simple and
secure check-in process. Contactless sign-in
allows guests to check in straight from their
smartphone by scanning a secure QR code.
Signing in has never been this safe or fast.
The easy-to-use web-based portal allows
you to manage multiple locations in one
place, access a real-time view of data and
pull reports as needed.

Health and safety is a top-of-mind
concern for businesses, employees and
visitors. Pen and paper logbooks are
difficult if not impossible to thoroughly
clean. Concept Digital Sign In devices
can be easily sanitised. Staff and
visitors can also take advantage of a
completely contactless option.

The best part? Everything you need to get
started comes in one box — tablet, stand,
badge printer and more. All you need to
install it is a WiFi connection, so you can get
up and running in no time.
And it gets even better. Cost efficiency is
embedded into the software solution. The
subscription includes the hardware, as well as
a consultation and ongoing technical support.
No upcharging or hidden fees. Plus, Concept
Digital Sign In can help you automate manual
tasks to reduce labour hours.

The power to protect your
people, premises and privacy.
Speed and security aren’t mutually exclusive. Streamline sign-in and take the complexity out of
compliance. Our software solution is fully GDPR compliant and ISO 27001 certified, so you can be
confident that the privacy of your guests is always protected.
In addition to data, Concept Digital Sign In also helps to keep your building safe with capacity alerts, evacuation
management and the ability to pre-register guests via email for an added layer of security. Contact tracking is
simple. The web portal makes it easy to see exactly who came into contact with whom and when.
KEY FEATURES

Manage Multiple
Locations —
Access real-time views
from a single webbased portal.

Fully Customisable —
Easily customise
the information you
require from each visitor.

Sign-In Tap —
Employees can sign in
and out with a simple
tap of their personal ID
card, making it simple
for HR and Finance to
monitor hours.

Alert Hosts —
Let hosts know when
guests have arrived
via text or email.

All in One —
Pay-as-you-go software
subscription includes
everything you need,
including a consultation,
tablet, wireless badge printer,
secure desks or floor stand
and technical support.

ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES
• M ake It Yours —
Add your logo and branding for a more
memorable sign-in experience.
• E mail Invitations —
Pre-register guests for faster, safer
sign-in. Add directions, calendar
appointment download and a
personal QR code.
• Terms and Policies —
Ensure visitors read and accept important
information and company regulations.

• V isitor Photos —
Use with the built-in camera to take
visitor photos and print badges
instantly. Visitor photos are stored
securely and can even be sent to the
host for smoother introductions.
• M ultilingual Support —
Greet visitors with native translation
for faster check-in and a welcoming
first impression.

A golden opportunity to leave a lasting impression.
See what happens when you create a better visitor experience with safe,
seamless and secure sign-in.
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• Integration —
Concept Digital Sign In can be integrated
with other systems, including Azure, Slack
and Teams.
• Capacity Alerts —
Receive a notification when capacity
limits are reached.
• Evacuation Management —
Access evacuation lists immediately
through the mobile companion app.
• E asy Installation —
Hit the ground running and get up to
speed in no time. All that’s needed is a
WiFi connection.

